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5 Phases We Have Gone Through

- The Shock
- Survival
- Acceptance
- Improvement
- The Future?
3 Principles We Must Remember

1. Our goal is Student Learning

2. This is new for both faculty & students. We need to adapt to the new realities

3. There are positives out there for us to embrace
6 Tips To Consider

Tip #1:
We are not there alone! *Students* are suffering too. *Listen* to them

Tip #2:
Get to *know* the students early on, and show your *empathy*

Tip #3:
*Motivation* and trust lead to *interactions*. It is not just about the tools!
Tip #4:
Online *tools* are quite effective! Use polls, chats, breakout rooms…

Tip #5:
*Group meetings* lead to a stronger connection. Seek *feedback* there

Tip #6:
Don’t be obsessed with *assessments*. Remember it is a learning tool
Our goal is **Student Learning**

Gain students’ **Trust** and get to **Know** them early on

Students appreciate your **Empathy**; it is a critical **Motivation** for them to learn

Seek one-to-one **Feedback**

Remember that **Assessment** is a learning tool
It Is All About The Mindset!